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Divisions of the Flight DynamicsLaboratory
The Flight DynamicsLaboratory (FDL) is one of four Air Force Wright
Aeronautical Laboratories (AFWAL)and part of the Aeronautical Systems
Division located at Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. The FDL is responsible
for the planning and execution of research and development programs in
the areas of structures and dynamics, flight controls, vehicle equipment/
subsystems, and aeromechanics. Someof the areas being researched in the
four FDLdivisions are as follows: large space structures (LSS)
materials and controls; advanced cockpit designs; blrd-strike-tolerant
windshields; and hypersonic interceptor system studies. Twoof the FDL
divisions are actively involved in programs that deal directly with LSS
control/structures interaction: the Flight Controls Division and the
Structures and DynamicsDivision.
Flight Controls Division Areas of Research
The Flight Controls Division has several programs that address control/
structures interaction technology for large space structures. These
programs include pointing and shape control studies for large (lO0-meter)
radar systems and robust control systems development. Research is
performed in advanced controls/flghter technology integration, attitude
and trajectory control for hypersonic vehicles, advanced cockpit designs,
and flight simulator technology.
Structures and DynamicsDivision Areas of Research
Someof the technology areas being developed in the Structures and
DynamicsDivision are advanced composite aircraft and spacecraft
structures, cast aluminum structures technology, stores/aircraft flutter
testing, and structures/dynamics/controls interaction. Programs have
also been developed to research LSScontrol hardware, passive and active
vibration control, suspension systems, and design optimization.
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Large Space Structure Concept 
Many defense systems have been proposed that incorporate space based 
structures an order of magnitude larger than those in orbit today. 
the tremendous size and adverse environment associated with these systems 
come many challenges to the design and test engineers. 
limitations imposed on LSS designs have made them much less rigid. This 
high flexibility combined with low damping results in structures very 
sensitive to disturbance forces. The structural precision required by 
many proposed missions creates the need for passive and active control 
systems. In the figure below is  a space-based l a s e r  system concept whose 
flexibility, required precision, and size (approx. 15-m dia.) necessitate 
the use of combined passive and active control systems and specialized 
ground test procedures. 
With 
Weight 
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Technology Drivers
Development of large space structure control systems is hampered by the
difficulty of the necessary performance validation ground tests. While
some systems are too large for full-scale testing and/or do not lend
themselves well to scaling techniques, the dynamics of a system on the
ground may be radically changed when placed in orbit. The microgravity,
low atmospheric pressure, thermal cycling environment of earth orbit
produce material property changes and unique structural loads that may
degrade control system performance. What is needed are technologies that
allow earth-bound development and testing of LSS control systems to
ensure reliable on-orbit system performance. The figure below
illustrates some of the LSS technology drivers.
LARGESIZE
• SCALINGLAWS
• GROUNDTESTTECHNIQUES
FLEXIBILITY
° ACTIVE& PASSIVECONTROL
HIGHPERFORMANCE
° CONTROL/ STRUCTUREOPTIMIZATION
ENVIRONMENT
• ADVANCEDMATERIALS
• UNIQUECONTROLHARDWARE
= GROUNDTESTFACILITIES
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Technical Issues Addressed by Flight Dynamics Laboratory
The Flight Dynamics Laboratory has developed several programs that
address the challenging dynamics issues presented above. In the figure
below is a chart illustrating the application of FDL programs to the
development of the required technology areas.
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Basic Research Objectives
Several basic research programs are underway in the areas of
optimization, analysis, and control algorithm development. Optimal
control and estimation methods for discrete structural systems and
modeling errors and their effect on the robustness of control/structures
interaction are being studied and the structural dynamics and controls
disciplines are being integrated for optimum structures in the space
environment. Algorithms for structural optimization, precision pointing,
shape control, and vibration suppression are being developed as well.
The figure below summarizes the objectives for these programs.
OBJECTIVES
• DEVELOPOPTIMALCONTROLMETHODS
• ESTIMATEMODELINGERRORSANDTHEIREFFECTS
• INTEGRATEDYNAMICSANDCONTROLS
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Basic Research Spacecraft Model
Many analytical spacecraft models have been used in the basic research
programs. Shown in the figure below is one such model, the Draper Model
#2. This model was developed for the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) Active Control of Space Structures (ACOSS) program. In
this model a flexible metering truss, approximately 22 x 20 meters,
supports primary, secondary, and tertiary mirrors and the focal plane
array. Attached to this structure is an equipment platform with solar
arrays. The primary objective was to meet stringent line-of-sight and
jitter control requirements by applying modern control techniques and
state-of-the art hardware concepts.
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Large Spacecraft Pointing and ShapeControl
The objective of the Large Spacecraft Pointing and ShapeControl program
is to develop an integrated control system for a realistic large(lO0-meter) space antenna for controlling slewing, pointing, shaping, and
vibration of the structure. General Dynamics, Convair Division, has
defined mission drivers and environmental factors, performed control
trade-off studies, and developed control algorithms for a realistic large
flexible space antenna. The figure below summarizes the objective,
approach, and payoffs of this program.
OBJECTIVE:
• DEVELOPINTEGRATEDCONTROLSYSTEMFORREALISTICSPACEANTENNA
CONTROLSLEWING,POINTING,SHAPINGANDVIBRATION
APPROACH:
= MODELREALISTICANTENNA NDACTUATOR/SENSORS
STRUCTURE-LIMITEDANTENNAMODEL
• DEVELOPCONTROLALGORITHMS
• PERFORMCONTROLTRAOE-OFFS
PAYOFF:
• SHAPECONTROLOFANTENNAVERIFIED
• OPTIMIZEDSUPPORTINGTRUSS
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Antenna Configuration 
The figure below shows the configuration of the antenna model used in the 
Large Spacecraft Pointing and Shape Control program. The antenna dish is 
over 100 meters in diameter with a 110 meter support mast. Lengthy trade 
studies were performed to determine the optimal mix of the system 
parameters. 
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Robust Control for Large Space Antennas
Robust Control for Large Space Antennas is a two-year effort contracted
to Honeywell Systems Research Center to assess the benefits of robust
control design for pointing and shape control of large space antennas for
both structured and unstructured uncertainty. Using the 100-meter
geodetic truss reflector developed in the Large Spacecraft Pointing and
Shape Control program as the baseline antenna configuration,
performance/robustness measures were developed. A Linear Quadratic
Gaussian/Loop Transfer Recovery (LQG/LTR) control algorithm was designed
and the performance/robustness was analytically verified. The figure
below gives a brief description of the objectives, approach, and payoffs
of this program.
OBJECTIVES:
= ASSESSBENEFITSOF ROBUSTCONTROLDESIGN
• EVALUATECONTROLLERPERFORMANCE
APPROACH:
• USEREALISTICSPACEANTENNADESIGN
• DEVELOPPERFORMANCE/ROBUSTNESSMEASURES
PAYOFFS:
• IMPROVEDPOINTINGAND SHAPECONTROL
• GUIDELINESFORACHIEVINGPERFORMANCE/STABILITYROBUSTNESS
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Antenna Design
The figure below illustrates the antenna design used in the Robust
Control for Large Space Antennas program. Given in the figure are some
of the major dimensions.
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Large Space Structures Technology Program
The Large Space Structures Technology Program (LSSTP) was created to
address many of the LSS control challenges and develop an in-house
capability for LSS test and analysis. The objectives, approach,
and payoff of the LSSTP are given in the figure below.
OBJECTIVES:
° DEVELOPTESTAND ANALYSISCAPABILITY
APPROACH:
• CONTROLSDESIGNEDSTRUCTURESTESTS
PASSIVEDAMPINGSTUDIES
ACTIVEVIBRATIONCONTROLTESTS
• HARDWAREDEVELOPMENT
LIGHTWEIGHTPROOFMASS ACTUATORS
NONINTERFERINGSENSORS
PAYOFFS:
• VERIFYANALYTICALALGORITHMS
• VERIFYGROUNDTESTTECHNIQUES
• EVALUATIONOFACTUATORSAND SENSORS
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Program Schedule
The figure below illustrates the time schedule for the various activities
associated with the Large Space Structures Technology Program beginning
with the facility development started in FY 85. Within the program are
subtasks to develop the LSS testing capabilities of the facility, develop
low-restraint suspension systems, and perform controls experiments on a
set of structures that progress in complexity. Tests of active vibration
control have been completed for a simple cantilever beam and will
progress to a more complex and realistic large space structure test
article. Intermediate complexity test articles are now being tested
which include a cantilever beam with rotary inertia and a set of two
12-meter damped and undamped truss structures. Fifth-scale models of the
NASA-Langley Control of Flexible Structures program (COFS) 60-meter Mast
beam will also be tested.
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Dynamics Testbed Structure 
The figure below shows a forty-foot truss structure fabricated from PVC 
tubing used in the facility development portion of the LSSTP. The 
structure was used to test and develop sensing, actuation, and data 
analysis equipment and methods. The 40-foot truss testbed is shown 
located in the large chamber of the Flight Dynamics Laboratory Sonic 
Fatigue Facility. 
large aircraft and missiles, the chamber is over 12 meters high, 17 
meters wide, and 21 meters long. With its large size and excellent data 
gathering and analysis equipment, the facility is ideal for large space 
structures testing. 
Designed for the vibration and acoustic testing of 
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Large Space Structures Active Vibration Control
The objectives of Large Space Structures Active Vibration Control program
are to verify and extend the results of laboratory control tests. Through
ground tests of a fifth-scale version of the NASA-LangleyControl of
Flexible Structures (COFS)60-meter deployable beam, one-g test
procedures will be developed and verified. Active and passive control
techniques will be tested on the scale beamin the AFWALtest facilities
and the results will be validated with data from the shuttle flight tests
of the full-scale hardware. The figure below summarizesthe objectives,
approach, and payoffs of this program.
OBJECTIVE:
= VERIFYAND EXTEND LABORATORY CONTROLTESTS
APPROACH:
• COOPERATIVEFFORTWITH NASA-LANGLEYSPACETESTPROGRAM
1/5-SCALEMASTMODELTESTEDIN AFWALLABORATORY
PAYOFFS:
• OBTAINLOW-COSTSPACETESTEXPERIENCEAND DATA
• VERIFYl-g, 1 ATMOSPHERELABORATORYTESTRESULTS
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Deployable Space Beam 
The figure below shows a truss structure being deployed from the space 
shuttle cargo bay as will the 60-meter Mast beam in the NASA-Langley 
Control of Flexible Structures program. The Large Space Structures 
Active Vibration Control Program will perform ground tests of active and 
passive control of damped and undamped fifth-scale Mast beams and 
validate the tests through comparison with the space test data. 
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Vibration Control of Space Structures (VCOSSII)
Vibration Control of Space Structures (VCOSSII) is a cooperative program
between the Structures and DynamicsDivision and the NASAMarshall Space
Flight Center to develop and demonstrate actuator and sensor hardware for
flexible-mode control of a space structure in the presence of dynamic
disturbances. In this 28-month contract, TRWdeveloped a set of linear
proof-mass actuators and optical position sensors to control a 45-foot
Astromast space structure suspendedvertically in the NASA-Marshall
Ground Test Verification Facility. The Astromast is a spare magnetometer
boom identical to the ones used on the Voyager and Mariner spacecraft.
The objectives, approach, and payoffs of the VCOSSII program are listed
in the figure below.
OBJECTIVES:
• DEVELOPLAB HARDWARETESTTECHNIQUES
• OPTIMIZECONTROLS/ STRUCTUREINTERACTION
APPROACH:
• DESIGNAND BUILDIMPROVEDSENSORSAND ACTUATORS
21 POUNDFORCEPROOFACTUATORS
LASEROPTICSENSORSYSTEM
• TESTCONTROLSYSTEMON 40 FOOTASTROMASTSTRUCTURE
PAYOFFS:
• DEVELOPMENTOF IMPROVEDACTUATOR/SENSORHARDWARE
• LIGHTWEIGHTACTIVELYCONTROLLEDSTRUCTURES
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Linear Proof-Mass Actuators 
Linear proof-mass actuators and optical sensors were developed in the 
Vibration Control of Space Structures program. 
is one of the linear proof-mass actuators with attached mounting bracket 
and LVDT compensation sensor. 
Shown in the figure below 
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Active Control Evaluation for Spacecraft (ACES)
Active Control Evaluation for Spacecraft (ACES) is a D0D and NASA funded,
cooperative AFWAL/Air Force Weapons Laboratory and Marshall Space Flight
Center program to assess leading techniques for LSS flexible mode
control. The control testing will be performed in the NASA-Marshall test
facility using the Astromast structure and the VCOSS II actuator and
sensor hardware. The control techniques to be tested are Harris' Maximum
Entropy/0ptimal Projection (ME/OP), Lockheed's High Authority/Low
Authority Control (HAC/LAC), and TRW's Positivity. Below are the program
objective, approach, and payoff.
OBJECTIVE:
• ASSESSLEADINGTECHNIOUESFOR FLEXIBLEMODE CONTROL
APPROACH:
• USE VCOSS IIDEVELOPEDCONTROL HARDWARE
• IMPLEMENT AND TEST ON SPACECRAFTANTENNA AND FEED MAST
PAYOFF:
•SELECTIONOFOPTIMALCONTROLTECHNIQUE
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Modified Astromast Structure 
The flexible spacecraft model used in the Active Control Evaluation for 
Spacecraft program is the Astromast structure used in the VCOSS I1 
program with added offset antenna dish and feed. An artist's rendering 
of the test structure is shown in the figure below. 
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Development of Precision Structural Joints for Large Space Structures
Development of Precision Structural Joints for Large Space Structures is
a program contracted to General DynamicsConvair Division for the
development of design data on dimensionally stable, zero free-play,
enhancedhigh energy laser survivable joints for large space structures.
Innovative designs of low thermal response materials (composites) will be
developed and joint strength/stiffness, free-play, thermal response, and
dimensional precision will be validated. The objective, approach, and
payoff of this program are shown in the figure below.
OBJECTIVE:
• DEMONSTRATELIGHTWEIGHT,THERMALLYSTABLEJOINTS
APPROACH:
• HARDWAREDESIGN
2 JOINTDESIGNS
2 MATERIALCOMBINATIONS
MULTIPLEMEMBERJOINTS
• HARDWARETESTS
LOADS
THERMALSTABILITY
FREEPLAY
PAYOFF:
• DESIGNCRITERIADEVELOPEDFORSPACESTRUCTUREJOINTS
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Joint Installed on SADE Beam 
Development of Precision Structural Joints for Large Space Structures 
program baselines for joint design development are the contractor's 
GEO-truss antenna fitting and three joints from the NASA Marshall 
Structural Assembly Demonstration Experiment (SADE) linear beam. Two 
designs, a graphite/aluminum GEO-truss antenna fitting and a 
carbon-carbon nodal fitting from the SADE beam, were selected for 
fabrication. 
the left foreground is one of the joints developed in this program. 
The SADE beam is shown deployed in the figure below. In 
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Passive and Active Control of Space Structures (PACOSS)
Passive and Active Control of Space Structures (PACOSS) is an advanced
development program being conducted by Martin Marietta Denver Aerospace
under sponsorship by the Flight Dynamics Laboratory and the Strategic
Defense Initiative Organization. The program approach is to determine
the dynamic challenges of future large precision space systems, develop
structural concepts which incorporate and integrate passive damping with
the active control system, and fabricate and test a dynamic test article
which incorporates the damping technology. The PACOSS objectives and
goals are to demonstrate the benefits of passive structural damping
technology to the dynamic performance of large precision space
structures, achieve 50% reduction in settling time following retargeting,
90% reduction in line of sight jitter, and significant reduction in cost
and complexity of active vibration control systems. The figure below
summarizes the program objective, approach, and payoffs.
OBJECTIVE:
• DIMENSIONALPRECISIONTHROUGHPASSIVEDAMPIN6
APPROACH:
• DESIGN,FABRICATEAND IESf A REPRESENTATIVESPACESIRUCTURE
PAYOFFS:
• 90% REDUCTIONIN LINE-OF-SIGHTJITTER
• 50% REDUCTIONIN SETTLINGTIME AFTERMANEUVER
• SYNERGISTICEFFECTON ACTIVE,CONTROLSYSTEM
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Dynamic Test Article 
One of the PACOSS dynamic test articles consists of a large box and ring 
truss with attached solar arrays and tripod secondary support which 
represent structural components from a variety of proposed large space 
structures. This structure is shown in the artist's concept in the figure 
below. 
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Technology Needs
Experience in applying active control to large flexible space structures
has indicated that there are several technology needs that must be
addressed. Listed in the figure below, these needs are high force low
mass actuators; lightweight, high sensitivity sensors; efficient, robust
controllers; lightweight structures; and space test experience. Future
developmental programs should be focused on these issues.
. HIGHFORCE/LOWMASSACTUATORS
• LIGHTWEIGHTWIDEBANDSENSORS
• EFFICIENTROBUSTCONTROLLERS
• LIGHTWEIGHTSTRUCTURES
• SPACETESTEXPERIENCE
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